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1 Introduction 
 
This instruction manual describes the functions of Apollo-15dlx, later named as Apollo. Apollo has 

speech outputs and it can be used with its own matrix keyboard and also with external ability switch. 

Butterfly Apollo is a remote controller whose operation is based on the transmission of infrared (IR) 

remote control signals. Apollo forms a complete environmental control system. Electrically 

controllable operations of home and other environment can be controlled with the system from the 

wheelchair.  

 

Such operations include, e.g. opening doors and windows, use of telephone, controlling lights and 

entertainment electronics (TV, video), etc. Unlike traditional remote controllers, Apollo is not normally 

equipped with ability switches, but it is designed to be operated with membrane keyboard. It detects 

automatically connected switch. External optional ability switches can be selected from a range of 

switches: they can be controlled, for example, with a hand, head or chin. The type of the ability switch 

as well as the number of switches is always selected according to the special needs of the user. 

 

• Maximum number of different functions are 450. 

• Functions can be divided into 1 to 10 function groups that clarify the use. 

• 1–3 infrared (IR) remote control signals can be added to each function. 

• Number of remote control signals that can be teach from another remote controller can be up to 190. 

• Speech output can be programmed to each function. The speech output can consist of 1 to 3 

consecutive pre-recorded phrases (= word or short sentence). There are max 150 inbuilt phrases in 

Apollo’s voice memory. 

• Apollo recognizes 15 different adaptivity codes that can be used to ease and speed up the 

environmental control. 

 
 



2 Terms and definitions 
 
2.1 Markings 

 Transmitter’s own buttons are marked: 1, 2, 3...E 

 Appendices are marked in a text with italic: appendix 3. 

 Different phases of programming are marked: 2) 

 Led means a red or green light that is lit behind a button or at the top edge of the transmitter. 

 

2.2 Buttons and leds 
 The figure displays the buttons of the transmitter. Numeric buttons 0–9 mean the buttons 1, 2, 3, 

4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 0 on the transmitter.  

 The alphabetic buttons mean the buttons A, B, C, D and E. 
 

 

Figure 1.1 Buttons and leds of Apollo-15 keypad film. 
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Connector to an external ability switch 



2.3 Customer-specific settings 
Customer-specific settings mean the properties of the transmitter that can be programmed specifically 

for an individual user. These are the number of pages, the number of commands on the pages, the order 

of pages, the selection time, and other parameters that can be adjusted during the 

programming phase. 

 

2.4 Operation modes 
The device has four different operation modes: 1) The control mode, 2) The sleep mode 3) The 

programming mode and 4) The setting mode 

 

1. Control mode 

The device controls the equipment located in the environment using infrared (IR) signals. 

The control mode is indicated by the led displaying the page number (at the upper corner of 

the buttons 0–9). Pushing a button results in a led and buzzer sign, unless the sound is 

switched off. 

 

2. Sleep mode 

The standby mode is a mode, in which the device is ‘asleep’, i.e. none of the leds is on. The 

device returns into the standby mode after the set selection time has elapsed from the last 

activation of any of the buttons. In the standby mode the device does not consume energy at 

all. The device is reactivated from the standby mode by pushing the buttons 0–9. 

 

3. Programming mode 

Programming is possible only when Apollo-15 is ‘awake’ and set into the programming 

mode. If the device is in a normal operation mode Apollo-15 ‘falls asleep’ always within a 

certain number of seconds (selection time) after a button has been pushed, and it wakes up 

again, when any of the buttons 0–9 is pushed. The programming mode is accessed, when 

all the keys of the bottom line are pushed simultaneously (C + D + E). If the device is set in 

the programming mode the transmitter’s Prog-led switches on. (see Figure 1.1). 
 

4. Setting mode 

The setting mode can be accessed only when Apollo-15 is ‘awake’, i.e any of the leds is on. 

To get into the setting mode push the buttons A and B, in which case the Prog-led of the 

Apollo-15 starts to blink (see Figure1.1). 

 

2.5 Selection time 
The selection time set for the Apollo-15 transmitter defines the interval between selecting a page, and 

switching off the led (if no buttons are pushed). In other words, selection time is the interval from 

pushing a button till the standby mode. Adjusting the selection time is necessary to prevent the device 

from being too fast for slow users, and – on the other hand – too slow for fast users. Thus the 

possibility of adjusting the selection time improves the ease of using the device. The selection time 

can be set within the interval of 3 to 40 seconds. The factory set selection time is 7 seconds. 

 



2.6 Assisting speech outputs 
The Apollo-15dlx transmitter can be supplied with assisting speech outputs to name different pages and 

button functions of the transmitter. For instance, if page 3 is selected the device can be programmed to 

respond, for instance, ‘TV’. This property helps to remember what individual commands are set for 

different pages. The transmitter has altogether ten pages, every one of which can be supplied with an 

assisting speech phrase. Setting of assisting speech outputs is described in section 3.6. 

 

2.7 Button response time 
In practice button response time means the time it is necessary to push a button in order to activate the 

command of the button. The response time allows to adjust the sensitivity of the device, and – on the 

other hand – its tolerance in case of users for whom short pushes are difficult or even impossible to 

accomplish. 

 

2.8 Transmission of IR commands 
IR commands are transmitted the entire time a button is pushed. 



3 Programming 
The recommended programming order is setting the pages of the device, starting from the first device, 

and setting the commands of the page from the first button. Furthermore, the recorded commands 

should be immediately entered on the programme chart. Any of the settings can be altered later: new 

commands and pages can be added, or commands and even entire pages can be removed, etc. 

 

3.1 Programming of single commands 
Adding of fixed individual commands on the pages is carried out as follows: 

1) Wake up the device by pushing a button from 0 to 9. The led of the selected page lights up. 

2) Enter the programming mode by pressing C + D + E simultaneously; the Prog-led lights up. 

3) Enter the command programming mode by pushing the button 1. It is possible to add 

maximum of three IR commands to one button. 

4) Select the page on which you wish to add a command by pressing the page number (numeric 

buttons 0–9). The led of the page lights up to indicate the selection. 

5) Select the button to which you wish to add the command by pushing 0–E. The led of the 

button starts blinking to indicate the selection. 

6) Select the desired format (See description of IR-formats in (appendix 1). 

7) Select the desired programming command for the format (appendix 1). 

8) Store the entered command by pushing the button A or cancel the action by pushing the button 

B. If necessary, you can send a text command by pushing the button E, in this case the device 

will repeat the set command; after this you can either store or cancel the command. After the 

selection the device returns to action 5). 

9) By pushing the button C continuously for about 2 seconds you will return to action 2). By 

pushing the button C again for 2 seconds the device will return to the standby mode. 

 

3.2 Programming of commands of an entire page 
Adding the commands of an entire page is carried as follows: 

1) Wake up the device by pushing a button from 0 to 9. The led of the selected page lights up. 

2) Enter the programming mode by pressing C + D + E simultaneously; the Prog-led lights up. 

3) Enter the programming mode of commands of an entire page by pushing the button 2. 

4) Select the page, to which you want to add a command, by pressing the page number (numeric 

buttons 0–9). The led of the page lights up to indicate the selection. 

5) Select the desired format from (appendix 1). 

6) Select the desired programming command for the format (appendix 1). 

7) Store the entered command by pushing the button A or cancel the action by pushing the button 

B. After the selection the device returns to action 4). 

8) By pushing the button C continuously for about 2 seconds you will return to action 2). By 

pushing the button C again for 2 seconds the device will return to the standby mode. 



3.3 Programming of a self-learning individual command 
Programming of a self-learning individual command is carried out as follows: 

1) Wake up the device by pushing a button from 0 to 9. The led of the selected page lights up. 

2) Enter the programming mode by pressing C + D + E simultaneously; the Prog-led lights up. 

3) Enter the command learning mode by pushing the button 3. 

4) Select the page, to which you wish to ‘teach’ the command by pressing the page number 

(numeric buttons 0–9). The device makes a ‘beep’ to indicate the selection. 

5) Select the button to which you wish to teach the command by pushing 0–E. The device ‘beeps’ 

three times to indicate the selection. 

6) Teach the command by placing the Apollo-15 and the copied transmitter opposite each other, 

and push the button to be copied from the copied transmitter once. To indicate the success the 

device will tell the amount of bits of the IR command (e.g. “22”) and the button led starts to 

blink. 

7) Store the command by pushing the button A, cancel the action by pushing the button B. If 

necessary you can send a text command by pushing the button E, in which case the device 

repeats the command it has learned; after this you can either store or cancel the command. After 

the selection the device returns to action 4). 

8) By pushing the button C continuously for about 2 seconds you will return to action 5). By 

pushing the button C again for 2 seconds the device will return to the standby mode. 
 

3.4 Deleting a single command 
NB! When a single command is removed, all commands, assisting speech outputs as well as the 

adaptivity codes are removed from the selected button. A command can be removed as follows: 

1) Wake up the device by pushing a button from 0 to 9. The led of the selected page lights up. 

2) Enter the programming mode by pressing C + D + E simultaneously; the Prog-led lights up. 

3) Enter the single command removal mode by pushing the button 4. 

4) Select the page, from which you wish to remove the command by pressing the page number 

(numeric buttons 0–9). The led of the page switches on to indicate the selection. 

5) Push the button of the command to be removed (numeric buttons 0–E). The led of the selected 

button starts blinking to indicate the selection. 

6) Accept the removal of the command by pushing the button A or cancel the removal action by 

pushing the button B. After the removal the device will return to action 5). 

7) By pushing the button C continuously for about 2 seconds you will return to action 2). By 

pushing the button C again for 2 seconds the device will return to the standby mode. 
 

3.5 Deleting an entire page 
NB! When an entire page is removed, all commands, assisting speech outputs as well as the adaptivity 

codes are removed from the selected page. An entire page can be removed as follows: 

1) Wake up the device by pushing a button from 0 to 9. The led of the selected page lights up. 

2) Enter the programming mode by pressing C + D + E simultaneously; the Prog-led lights up. 

3) Enter the entire page removal mode by pushing the button 5. 

4) Select the page, that you wish to remove by pressing the page number (numeric buttons 0–9). 

The led of the page lights up to indicate the selection. 

5) Accept the removal of the page by pushing the button A or cancel the removal action by 

pushing the button B. After the removal the device will return to action 4). 

6) By pushing the button C continuously for about 2 seconds you will return to action 2). By 

pushing the button C again for 2 seconds the device will return to the standby mode. 



3.6 Setting speech outputs to a button 
Adding assisting speech outputs to a button is carried out as follows: 

1) Wake up the device by pushing a button from 0 to 9. The led of the selected page lights up. 

2) Enter the programming mode by pressing C + D + E simultaneously; the Prog-led lights up. 

3) Enter the assisting speech outputs setting mode by pushing the button 6. NB! You can add 

maximum of three assisting speech phrases to one button. 

4) Select the page, on which you wish to add a speech output, by pushing the number of the page 

(numeric buttons 0–9). The led of the page lights up to indicate the selection. 

5) Select the button, to which you wish to add a speech output, by pushing the number of the 

page (0–E). The led of the button starts blinking to indicate the selection. 

6) Select the speech phrase for the button by pushing a number (001…999). By pushing number 

000, you can remove all speech phrases of the button in question. You will always hear the 

relevant phrase. Pushing the button E takes you to the next speech phrase, and pushing the 

button D takes you back to the previous speech phrase. The phrases and their numbers are listed 

in the (appendix 2). 

7) After you have found the correct speech phrase you can select it by pushing the button A. By 

pushing the button B the assisting speech phrases selection will be cancelled. After the selection 

the device returns to action 5), wherefrom you can continue adding speech phrases. 

8) By pushing the button C continuously for about 2 seconds you will return to action 2). By 

pushing the button C again for 2 seconds the device will return to the standby mode. 

 
3.7 Setting speech outputs to a page 
Adding assisting speech outputs to a page is carried out as follows: 

1) Wake up the device by pushing a button from 0 to 9. The led of the selected page lights up. 

2) Enter the programming mode by pressing C + D + E simultaneously; the Prog-led lights up. 

3) Enter the assisting speech outputs setting mode by pushing the button 7. 

4) Select the page, on which you wish to set the speech phrase, by pushing the number of the 

page (numeric buttons 0–9). The led of the page lights up to indicate the selection. 

5) Select the assisting speech phrase for the page by pushing a number (001…999). By pushing 

number 000 you can remove all speech phrases of the button in question. You will always hear 

the relevant phrase. Pushing the button E takes you to the next speech phrase, and pushing the 

button D will take you back to the previous speech phrase. The phrases are listed in the 

(appendix 2). 

6) After you have found the correct speech phrase you can select it by pushing the button A. By 

pushing the button B the assisting speech phrase selection will be cancelled. After the selection 

the device returns to action 4), wherefrom you can continue adding speech phrases. 

7) By pushing the button C continuously for about 2 seconds you will return to action 2). By 

pushing the button C again for 2 seconds the device will return to the standby mode. 
 



3.8 Adding adaptivity 
Adaptivity can be recorded either by copying the adaptivity code from another device, or by entering 

the lock code (appendix 1). Adding of adaptivity is carried out as follows: 

1) Wake up the device by pushing a button from 0 to 9. The led of the selected page lights up. 

2) Enter the programming mode by pressing C + D + E simultaneously; the Prog-led lights up. 

3) Enter the adaptivity adding mode by pushing the button 8. 

4) Select the page, to which you intend to set adaptivity, by pushing the number of the page 

(numeric buttons 0–9). The led of the page lights up to indicate the selection. 

5) Select the button, to which you intend to set adaptivity, by pushing the number of the page (0–

E). The led of the button starts blinking to indicate the selection. 

6) An adaptivity code 00...15 is programmed by selecting it using the numeric buttons 00..15 or 

recording it from another device using the button E. Button D removes the previously entered 

adaptivity code. 

7) Store the recording by pushing the button A. Pushing the button B cancels the recording. After 

the selection the device returns to action 4). 

8) By pushing the button C continuously for about 2 seconds you will return to action 2). By 

pushing the button C again for 2 seconds the device will return to the standby mode. 



4 Adjustment of settings 
Transmitter settings: sound and buzzer volume, selection time, response time and scanning time can be 

adjusted to match the user’s abilities. Adjustment of settings is carried out as follows: 

1) Wake up the device by pushing a button from 0 to 9. The led of the selected page lights up. 

2) Enter the settings adjustment mode by pushing the buttons A + B. The Prog-led starts blinking. 

3) Select the function that you wish to adjust: 

- push 1, if you want to adjust the sound volume (table 4.1) 

- push 2, if you want to adjust the buzzer, i.e. the ‘beep’ sound volume (table 4.2) 

- push 3, if you want to change the selection time settings (table 4.3) 

- push 4, if you want to adjust the response time settings (table 4.4) 

- push 5, if you want to adjust the scanning time (table 4.5) 

4) Select the desired value from tables 4.1–4.5 by pushing the buttons 0–6. 

5) Accept the value by pushing the button A, cancel the value by pushing the button B. After the 

selection the device makes a beep, and goes to the standby mode. 

 

Tables 4.1–4.5 feature the factory settings of the device in bold font. 
 

 

Table 4.1 Adjustment of the sound volume of assisting speech phrases. 

 
 

Table 4.2 Adjusting the buzzer volume. The beep indicating device functions and pushing of buttons. 

 



Table 4.3 Setting of the selection time. Time between selecting a page and switching off the led. 

 
Button 4. Response time 

Table 4.4 Adjusting of response time (keypad response time). 

 
 

Table 4.5 Adjusting of scanning time (the speed of scanning using an external switch). 

 
 

 
PAGE BUTTON FORMAT COMMAND 



5. Ability switch functions 

 
Apollo is normally operated with membrane keyboard. There is also an option for external ability 

switches. Apollo has six different basic options for ability switches. The mode is selected with 

Parameter 6 (P6).  

 

If the user is using external Ability Switch all other options are available: 

 

1. Single ability switch scanning linear  

2. Dual ability switch stepping linear forward  

3. Dual ability switch scanning linear 

4. Single ability switch scanning row mode  

5. Dual ability switch stepping row mode  

6. Dual ability switch scanning row mode  

.  

All these options have the same basic principle: 

 

1. Wake up the unit if it is on “sleep mode” to earlier selected page 

2. Select correct command on that page or select another page 

3. Accept the selection. The acceptance transmits the current function, in other words, the 

remote control signal associated with it and possible other additional functions. 

 

5.1. Operation with a single ability switch mode 

 
Linear scanning mode 1: 

1a) Push the ability switch short (Parameter P5) and Apollo starts to automatically scan the 

commands on selected page, the LED indicates the active one. All the commands are not 

necessarily scanned, controller will skip unused ones. The scanning speed depends on the 

settings. 

 

1b) When the LED representing the desired command is selected, push the switch again. Now 

the current function is accepted and Apollo transmits the remote control IR-signal associated 

with it and/or possible other additional functions. 

 

2a) Push the ability switch long (Parameter P5) and Apollo starts to automatically scan through 

the pages (every Page’s signal light switches on in turn). All the Pages are not necessarily 

scanned, controller will skip unused ones. The scanning speed depends on the settings. 

 

2b) When the desired Page LED is lit, push the switch again and Apollo select the Page and 

starts to automatically scan the commands within the Page. 

 

2c) When the symbol representing the desired function is selected, push the switch again. Now 

the current function is accepted and Apollo transmits the remote control IR-signal associated 

with it and/or possible other additional functions. 

 



Row scanning mode 4: 

1a) Push the ability switch short (Parameter P5) and Apollo starts to automatically scan the 

lines on selected page, the LEDs indicates the active line. All the lines are not necessarily 

scanned, controller will skip unused ones. The scanning speed depends on the settings. 

 

1b) When the LEDs representing the desired line is selected, push the switch again. Now the 

Apollo start to scan Commands on that selected line. 

 

1c) Push the ability switch third time and Apollo transmits the remote control IR-signal 

associated with it and/or possible other additional functions. 

 

2a) Push the ability switch long (Parameter P5) and Apollo starts to automatically scan through 

the pages (every Page’s signal light switches on in turn). All the Pages are not necessarily 

scanned, controller will skip unused ones. The scanning speed depends on the settings. 

 

2b) When the desired Page LED is lit, push the switch again and Apollo select the Page and 

starts to automatically scan the lines within the Page. 

 

2c) When the LEDs representing the desired line is selected, push the switch again. Now the 

Apollo start to scan Commands on that selected line. 

 

2d) When the symbol representing the desired function is selected, push the switch again. Now 

the current function is accepted and Apollo transmits the remote control IR-signal associated 

with it and/or possible other additional functions. 

 

 

Note. If you keep the switch pressed for long, Admiral-2 continues transmitting the remote control 

signal associated with the function until you release the switch. This feature can be utilized in such 

functions where the length of the signal transmission is of significance, such as when dimming the 

lights, adjusting the volume, adjusting the height of the bed, etc. 

 

 

5.2. Operation with a dual switch mode 

 
In dual switch option you can use either one dual switch or two separate single switches. The switches 

are called SCANNING/STEPPING and ACCEPTANCE switches. 

 

 

Linear stepping mode 2: 

 

1a) Push the STEPPING switch short (Parameter P5) and Apollo make a step automatically to 

the next commands on selected page, the LED indicates the active one. All the commands are 

not necessarily stepped, controller will skip unused ones. If you keep the switch down it start to 

scan automatically the commands. 

 

1b) When the LED representing the desired command is selected, push the ACCEPTANCE 



switch. Now the current function is accepted and Apollo transmits the remote control IR-signal 

associated with it and/or possible other additional functions. 

 

2a) Push the STEPPING switch long (Parameter P5) and Apollo starts to step automatically 

through the pages (every Page’s signal light switches on in turn). All the Pages are not 

necessarily stepped, controller will skip unused ones. If you keep the switch down it start to 

scan automatically the pages. 

 

2b) When the desired Page LED is lit, push the ACCEPTANCE switch and Apollo select the 

Page and starts to automatically step the commands within the Page when you push the 

STEPPING switch again. 

 

2c) When the symbol representing the desired function is selected, push the ACCEPTANCE 

switch. Now the current function is accepted and Apollo transmits the remote control IR-signal 

associated with it and/or possible other additional functions. 

 

Row stepping mode 5: 

1a) Push the STEPPING switch short (Parameter P5) and Apollo steps automatically to the next 

command line on selected page, the LEDs indicates the active line. All the lines are not 

necessarily stepped, controller will skip unused ones.  

 

1b) When the desired line is selected, push the ACCEPTANCE switch and Apollo select the 

line and pushing the STEPPING switch again Apollo steps automatically the commands on 

selected line, the LED indicates the active one. All the commands are not necessarily stepped, 

controller will skip unused ones.  

 

1c) When the LED representing the desired command is selected, push the ACCEPTANCE 

switch. Now the current function is accepted and Apollo transmits the remote control IR-signal 

associated with it and/or possible other additional functions. 

 

2a) Push the STEPPING switch long (Parameter P5) and Apollo starts to automatically scan 

through the pages (every Page’s signal light switches on in turn). All the Pages are not 

necessarily stepped, controller will skip unused ones.  

 

2b) When the desired Page LED is lit, push the ACCEPTANCE switch and Apollo select the 

Page and starts to automatically step the lines on selected page, the LED indicates the active 

one. All the lines are not necessarily scanned, controller will skip unused ones.  

 

2c) When the desired line is selected, push the ACCEPTANCE switch and Apollo select the 

line and pushing the STEPPING switch again Apollo steps automatically the commands on 

selected line, the LED indicates the active one. All the commands are not necessarily stepped, 

controller will skip unused ones. 

 

2d) When the symbol representing the desired function is selected, push the ACCEPTANCE 

switch. Now the current function is accepted and Apollo transmits the remote control IR-signal 

associated with it and/or possible other additional functions. 

 



 

NOTE! If you keep the ACCEPTANCE switch pressed for long, Apollo continues transmitting the 

remote control signal associated with the function until you release the switch. This feature can be 

utilized in such functions where the length of the signal transmission is of significance, such as when 

dimming the lights, adjusting the volume, adjusting the height of the bed, etc. 

 

Linear scanning mode 3: 

1a) Push the SCANNING switch short (Parameter P5) and Apollo starts to automatically scan 

the commands on selected page, the LED indicates the active one. All the commands are not 

necessarily scanned, controller will skip unused ones. The scanning speed depends on the 

settings. 

 

1b) When the LED representing the desired command is selected, push the ACCEPTANCE 

switch. Now the current function is accepted and Apollo transmits the remote control IR-signal 

associated with it and/or possible other additional functions. 

 

2a) Push the SCANNING switch long (Parameter P5) and Apollo starts to automatically scan 

through the pages (every Page’s signal light switches on in turn). All the Pages are not 

necessarily scanned, controller will skip unused ones. The scanning speed depends on the 

settings. 

 

2b) When the desired Page LED is lit, push the SCANNING switch again and Apollo select the 

Page and starts to automatically scan the commands within the Page. 

 

2c) When the symbol representing the desired function is selected, push the ACCEPTANCE 

switch. Now the current function is accepted and Apollo transmits the remote control IR-signal 

associated with it and/or possible other additional functions. 

 

Row scanning mode 6: 

1a) Push the SCANNING switch short (Parameter P5) and Apollo starts to automatically scan 

the lines on selected page, the LED indicates the active one. All the lines are not necessarily 

scanned, controller will skip unused ones. The scanning speed depends on the settings. 

 

1b) Push the SCANNING switch short (Parameter P5) and Apollo starts to automatically scan 

the commands on selected line, the LED indicates the active one. All the commands are not 

necessarily scanned, controller will skip unused ones. The scanning speed depends on the 

settings. 

 

1c) When the LED representing the desired command is selected, push the ACCEPTANCE 

switch. Now the current function is accepted and Apollo transmits the remote control IR-signal 

associated with it and/or possible other additional functions. 

 

2a) Push the SCANNING switch long (Parameter P5) and Apollo starts to automatically scan 

through the pages (every Page’s signal light switches on in turn). All the Pages are not 

necessarily scanned, controller will skip unused ones. The scanning speed depends on the 

settings. 

 



2b) Push the SCANNING switch short (Parameter P5) and Apollo starts to automatically scan 

the lines on selected page, the LED indicates the active one. All the lines are not necessarily 

scanned, controller will skip unused ones. The scanning speed depends on the settings. 

 

2c) Push the SCANNING switch short (Parameter P5) and Apollo starts to automatically scan 

the commands on selected line, the LED indicates the active one. All the commands are not 

necessarily scanned, controller will skip unused ones. The scanning speed depends on the 

settings. 

 

2d) When the symbol representing the desired function is selected, push the ACCEPTANCE 

switch. Now the current function is accepted and Apollo transmits the remote control IR-signal 

associated with it and/or possible other additional functions. 

 

 

 
6 Factory settings 
The Apollo-15 transmitter has been pre-set by the manufacturer, so that at the set-up stage it is not 

necessary to start programming from the scratch, instead the device has a number of commands that 

can be utilised as they areThe factory settings of the parameters are shown in tables in bold font. 

 
 



7 Technical specifications 

 
PICTURE PRODUCT 
CODE DESCRIPTION 

 
 



8 Optinal extras 

 

 
9 CE Compliance 
The Apollo-15 transmitter is intended as an aid for disabled persons and 

persons with impaired mobility. The device complies with the EMC and 

electrical safety regulations required by the CE marking. 93/42/EEC. 

 

 
10 Appendices 
9.1 Description of IR formats Appendix 1) 

9.2 Flow chart Appendix 2) 
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Description of IR formats         Appendix 1) 

 

 

 

PikoLock 

 56kHz freguency 

 Four byte Pikostems’ lock code. 

 Designed especially for door opening code, but can be applied to almost any programmable 

IRapplication. 

PikoFormat  

 56kHz freguency 

 Pikosystems’ general format. Can be applied to almost any programmable IRapplication. 

DeltaFern  

 Siemens’ light receiver format. 

 For controlling Siemens’ light receivers. 

Handimat  

 Handimat control format. For controlling Handimat and other programmable IR-applications. 

 Mainly used in elevators in Finland 

Remotel / PikoPhone 

 Remotel’s control format. PikoPhone’s control. 

IHC V1  

 Lexel’s IHC home automation system’s control format. 

 IHC relay unit’s control through IHC’s own receivers. 

B&O  

 Bang&Olofsen entertainment electronics’ format.  

 B&O entertainment electronics’ control 

Gewa1  

 GewaLink format without stop byte. 

 Gewa’s receivers and other programmable receivers. 

Gewa2  

 GewaLink format with stop byte. 

 Gewa’s receivers and other programmable receivers. 

Window-Control 

 Window’s blinds control format. 

 Controlling blinds. 

OldPiko  

 Pikosystems’ older IR-format. Only old Pikosystems receivers. 

GewaLock  

 Gewa’s lock code. Door opening or other programmable IR-receivers. 

Ohm  

 For Japan receivers 

 100/110 Vac light controller’s format. 

IHC V2  

 Lexel’s IHC home automation system’s control format. 

 IHC relay unit’s control through PSAE receiver. 

PikoLock 38  

 Four byte Pikosystems’ lock code with carrier frequency of 38kHz. 

 Designed especially for door opening code, but can be applied to almost any programmable IR 

application. 



PikoFormat 38 

 PikoFormat with 38kHz carrier frequency.  

 Can be applied to almost any programmable IR application. 

PikoPlug  

 Format for light controller plug connected to Pikosystems’ socket. 

Ensto  

 IR-format for Ensto’s light controller installable on the wall. 

 Ensto’s light controller’s control. 

Adaptive 

 Pikosystems’ adaptivity codes. Functionability of different transmitters’ adaptivity can be tested with 

adaptivity codes. In other works, this format is mainly used as installation tool. 

Standby  

 Command that toggles the device from control mode directly to standby. If this is programmed e.g. on 

page’s E button, the device toggles to standby mode immediately when E is pressed. 

PageShift  

 By choosing this command the desired page can be entered. The value of the format can be:  

 0–9 to toggle from the page in question directly to desired page (0–9) 

 13 to toggle to previous page 

 15 to toggle to next page. 

 If this is programmed on certain page’s certain button and the value for PageShift is given 3 then the 

transmitter toggles directly to page 3 when the button in question is pushed. On the other hand, if 15 is 

given as value, then the device toggles to next page. 
Name Description Use 
 


